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Specifically designed for use off-track, the Hulcher 
Services undercutter is a revolutionary system 

designed to undercut track without wasting valuable 
track time. It attachesto a Caterpillar® excavator and 
undercuts from an off-track location, allowing trains 
to keep moving. There is no longer a need for a set-
out track or having to travel miles to get to a siding, 
thereby improving productivity.

The Hulcher Services undercutter scoops out 
contaminated gravel from beneath railroad track 
and can be used when the grade of the ground 
adjacent to the track is different from the grade of 
the track itself. It includes a control head (mounted 
on the Caterpillar® excavator) capable of pivoting the 
undercutter bar 180°.

The Caterpillar® excavator is designed to accept a tie 
inserter or a tie tamper attachment. The tie inserter 
grabs ties in any position for extraction, insertion or 
placement, and the tie tamper packs the track ballast 
under the railway tracks.

Call Hulcher today at 800-637-5471 to learn more 
about our undercutters or to schedule them for your 
next project. 
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KEY FACTS
PROJECT SUMMARY: Undercut large 
stretch of  track during a tight holiday shut-
down period.

UNDERCUTTERS: Two undercutters and 
two track hoes worked into the evenings to 
complete the work on schedule

STRETCH OF TRACK CLEANED: The 
Hulcher workers worked closely with railroad 
crews to clean the entire stretch of track in only 
six days, even as the railroad performed other 
mainteance-of-way work.

Scope
The railroad scheduled a one-week maintenance shut down on their coal 
line’s main artery to coincide with a holiday closing period for the coal 
companies. The environment for this artery is particularly prone to mud 
fouling, and as a result a large segment of  the stretch required undercut-
ting.
The railroad needed experienced, trained undercutter operators who could 
provide the high-quality work needed for this critical segment of  their rail 
network and complete it during a tight shut-down period.

Solution
Hulcher Services responded to this challenge with two excavator / under-
cutters and two support track hoes. Hulcher operators cleaned out the mud 
and fouled ballast as the rail gangs followed to drop and tamp new ballast 
and perform other maintenance-of-way work. Because of  the schedule, 
crews worked days and evenings to complete the undercutting.

Outcome
After six days Hulcher’s underutters had cleaned the entire stretch of  track 
on this important artery, allowing the railroad to finish its project in the 
crucial one-week window. The railroad was extremely pleased that this 
stretch of  track, which accounts for a significant portion of  their business 
in the region, was clean, safe and ready for use when the coal companies 
returned to their operations following the holiday.
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